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ATLAS detector construction/commissioning

Equipment management

During the construction and commissioning activities, different data are stored by the several
groups in spread databases. The repositories use distinct technologies, data modeling schemes
and terminologies. Examples of datasets:
 Equipment items installed in the ATLAS cavern: Equipment database
 Electronics configuration and equipment location data: Functional Positions database
 Connectivity between items: Cable database
 Detector geometry description
 Commissioning databases: Rack Commissioning

Throughout the construction and operation phases, full equipment traceability must be
achieved, in order to meet INB (Institute Nucléaire de Base) rules. Equipment installation,
replacement and removal/waste have to be managed. This requires updates in more than one
different dataset at a time. For example, the installation of one equipment item implies in the
following tasks:
 insertion of data to the Equipment database
 description of its electronic configuration in the Functional Positions database
 configuration of the connectivity with other items in the Cable database

The development of retrieval systems for each dataset would require too much effort and high
maintenance costs.

Supposing each dataset has its own update mechanism, the insertion of this information
should be done in three different steps, using three distinct solutions. This effort can be
multiplied by the number of equipment items that must be managed in the ATLAS experiment.

The Glance System
A unique system that automatically recognizes the internal structure of heterogeneous data
repositories and creates interfaces for executing search, insertion and update of data. The
system connects to database servers of distinct technologies: Oracle, via OCCI library; MySQL
and Microsoft SQL Server, using an ODBC driver. The software components are implemented in
the C++ programming language.
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Three elements define a search rule:
 An attribute: a column in a table or a
composition of several attributes.
 An operator: establish a comparison.
Ex: the options for an alphanumeric
attribute are “Contains”, “Equal To” or
“Different Than”.
 A reference value. A list with the
available options can be displayed,
guiding the users’ selection.
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The description of the SI is automatically created
in XML format. Customizing the XML, it is possible
to associate synonyms and description texts to
schemas, tables, columns or attributes, matching
a specific terminology. The system stores the
description and handles multiple interfaces.
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Before submitting to the repository, the information is validated according to the
attribute types and other restrictions previously specified in the interface description.
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